IN MEMORIAM
Joe Papleo (1925-2004) (11)

ESSAYS
Dennis Barone. Study Hard: A Lesson Unlike So Many Others. (19)
Vince Clemente. Like Whiteman, “Fed and Bred Under the Italian Dispensation.” (35)
John Alan Giarelli. The Myth of Incompleteness. (44)

NON-FICTION
B. Amore. The Old Howard. (51)
D. E. Mungello. My Family. (55)
Francesco Pasqualino. Homewood. (70)

FICTION
C. Natale Peditto. Eating at Vito’s. (79)

POETRY
Vinni Marie D’Ambrosio. The Godspeed. (101); Mystery. (104)
Rachel Guido deVries, Translations by Maria Elisa Ciavarelli. Blood. (106); Sangue. (107); Poem for My Birthday. (108); Poesia per il mio compleanno. (109)
Diana Festa. Aftershock. (110); Diagnosis Ulcer. (111); In the City. (112); Re-framing Mother. (113)
Maria Mazziotti Gillan, Translation by Maria Elisa Ciavarelli. Couch Buddha. (114); Buddha divano. (115); See What Happens When. (116); We Weren’t a Family Like the One on TV. (118)
Maria Famà, Translation by Maria Elisa Ciavarelli. Table Black. (120); Schiena tavolo. (121)
Michael Lally. “We Know Our Place.” (122)
Nancy Anne Miller. Italian Motorist. (123); Roads. (124)
Susan Bucci Mockler. The Black Crow. (125)
Albert Tacconelli, Translation by Maria Elisa Ciavarelli. Acla. (126); Acla. (127)

REVIEW ESSAYS
Dawn Esposito. Heartbreakers. (Josephine Gattuso Hendin) (131)
John Paul Russo. The Italian American Reader: A Collection of Outstanding Fiction, Memoirs, Journalism, Essays, and Poetry. (Bill Tonelli) (135)
Ilaria Serra. Tony DeNonno: Documentarist of Italian America. (141)

REVIEWS
Gerry LaFemina. The Window Facing Winter. (Daniela Gioseffi) (151)
Jerome Mazzaro. Weathering the Changes: Poems. (Daniela Gioseffi) (154)